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In Melville's Wisdom: Religion, Skepticism, Literature in Nineteenth-Century America, Damien B. Schlarb explores the manner in
which Herman Melville responds to the spiritual crisis of modernity by using the language of the biblical Old Testament wisdom
books to moderate contemporary discourses on religion, skepticism, and literature. Schlarb argues that attending to Melville's
engagement with the wisdom books (Job, Proverbs, and Ecclesiastes) can help us understand a paradox at the heart of American
modernity: the simultaneous displacement and affirmation of biblical language and religious culture. In wisdom, which addresses
questions of theology, radical skepticism, and the nature of evil, Melville finds an ethos of critical inquiry that allows him to
embrace modern analytical techniques, such as higher biblical criticism. In the medium of literature, he articulates a new way of
accessing the Bible by marrying the moral and spiritual didacticism of its language with the intellectual distance afforded by critical
reflection, a hallmark of modern intellectual style. Melville's Wisdom joins other works of post secular literary studies in challenging
its own discipline's constitutive secularization narrative by rethinking modern, putatively secular cultural formations in terms of their
reciprocity with religious concepts and texts. Schlarb foregrounds Melville's sustained, career-spanning concern with biblical
wisdom, its formal properties, and its knowledge-creating potential. By excavating this project from his oeuvre, Melville's Wisdom
shows how Melville celebrates intellectually rigorous, critical inquisitiveness, an attitude that we often associate with modernity but
which Melville saw augured by the wisdom books. He finds in this attitude the means for avoiding the spiritually corrosive effects of
skepticism.
How much can we really know about Jesus of Nazareth? How reliable are the Gospels and other sources and how widely have
historians and theologians agreed on them? And how much does the historical record really matter? In this popular illustrated
book, Australian scholar and TV documentary presenter, John Dickson, sets out to answer these questions. By reviewing ancient
evidence, interviewing leading experts and setting out a robust historical method, he establishes clearly the reliability or
unreliability of different sources, interpretations and arguments. Christianity prides itself on being an historical religion. John
Dickson subjects this to very close scrutiny and shows both how vital this is and yet how different Jesus was from the way he is so
often portrayed today.
Presents a comprehensive guide to religions throughout history, from the origins of spiritual belief to modern organized religions
and churches, and discusses how religion has affected and helped shape the history of the world.
A provocative meditation on the role of silence in Christian tradition by the New York Times bestselling author of Christianity We
live in a world dominated by noise. Religion is, for many, a haven from the clamor of everyday life, allowing us to pause for silent
contemplation. But as Diarmaid MacCulloch shows, there are many forms of religious silence, from contemplation and prayer to
repression and evasion. In his latest work, MacCulloch considers Jesus’s strategic use of silence in his confrontation with Pontius
Pilate and traces the impact of the first mystics in Syria on monastic tradition. He discusses the complicated fate of silence in
Protestant and evangelical tradition and confronts the more sinister institutional forms of silence. A groundbreaking book by one of
our greatest historians, Silence challenges our fundamental views of spirituality and illuminates the deepest mysteries of faith.
How the Christian Revolution Remade the World
Making Sense of God
An Honest Look at the Good and Evil of Christian History
How a Forbidden Religion Swept the World
The Complete Guide to Christianity
Studies in Popular Beliefs in Sixteenth and Seventeenth-Century England
The God Delusion. 10th Anniversary Edition
Facing up to the social changes in nineteenth century Italy, an elderly aristocrat arranges a marriage between his daughter and a
wealthy merchant
The world is a very religious place. Wherever you look, people are worshipping, praying, believing, following, even dying for their
faith. But are all faiths the same? Do they all call on the same God using different names? Are their beliefs and practices simply
cultural expressions of the same spiritual longings? In this timely book, John Dickson presents each of the world's major religions
in its best light. He carefully outlines the history, belief systems and spiritual practices of Hinduism, Buddhism, Judaism,
Christianity and Islam so that the interested 'spectator' can explore their similarities and differences. For sceptics, believers and
students of religion the book provides a fair and friendly introduction to this ultimate subject.
For believers and skeptics alike, A Doubter's Guide to World Religions introduces the five major world religions so that you can
explore their similarities and differences in a fair and engaging way. The world is a very religious place. Wherever you look, people
are worshipping, praying, believing, following, even dying for their faith. But what does it mean to be religious? Are all religions the
same? Do they all call on the same God simply using different names? Are their beliefs and practices simply cultural expressions
of the same spiritual longings? Written by historian and theologian John Dickson in his characteristically engaging style, this book
presents each of the world's five major systems of faith, carefully outlining the history, doctrines, beliefs, and spiritual practices of:
Hinduism ("The Way of Release") Buddhism ("The Way of Enlightenment") Judaism ("The Way of the Torah") Christianity ("The
Way of the Christ") Islam ("The Way of Submission") In his own words, Dickson acts as an art curator in a gallery, presenting each
of these "works of art" in their best light and letting each have their say. Along the way, he demonstrates the importance of religion
in general—to society and to individual believers—and addresses many of the universal questions that all of these serious and
ancient religions ask: Who are we? What is our worth? How should we live? Are we alone? At the end of each section is a
bibliography of helpful books and websites for those who are interested in learning even more.
Witchcraft, astrology, divination and every kind of popular magic flourished in England during the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries, from the belief that a blessed amulet could prevent the assaults of the Devil to the use of the same charms to recover
stolen goods. At the same time the Protestant Reformation attempted to take the magic out of religion, and scientists were
developing new explanations of the universe. Keith Thomas's classic analysis of beliefs held on every level of English society
begins with the collapse of the medieval Church and ends with the changing intellectual atmosphere around 1700, when science
and rationalism began to challenge the older systems of belief.
The Case for Religion
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A Manual for Creating Atheists
An Historian's Quest
Religion and the Decline of Magic
The WEIRDest People in the World
A Non-Believer's Guide to the Uses of Religion
Six Ways of Being Religious
In this groundbreaking work of biblical analysis and interpretation, one of the most admired religious leaders of our time shows that religiously
inspired violence has as its source misreadings of the texts of the Hebrew Bible, the New Testament, and the Koran. When religion becomes a zero-sum
conceit--i.e., my religion is the only "right" path to God, therefore your religion is by definition "wrong"--Violence between peoples of different beliefs
is the only natural outcome, argues Rabbi Sacks. But by looking anew at seminal biblical texts in the Book of Genesis--in which we find the
foundational stories of all three Abrahamic faiths--Rabbi Sacks offers an entirely different understanding of God's multiple relationships: with Jacob,
patriarch of Judaism; with Ishmael, patriarch of Islam; and with Esau, whose blessing is understood to confirm God's relationship with monotheists
from other faiths and overarching relationship with all of humanity. By analyzing the texts that recount how Abraham's immediate descendants
resolved their various sibling rivalries, Rabbi Sacks teaches us a powerful lesson in the existence of multiple pathways to God. "We are not all the
same," he declares. "There is no one faith that encompasses the plenary truth of human wisdom ... The belief that one faith--ours--holds the key to
salvation deserves to be challenged, not just because it has led to so much persecution and bloodshed in the name of God, but because it attempts to
confine God to one religion, one way, one image of mankind. God cannot be so confined and remain the God of transcendence, the God-without-animage who systematically defies our attempts to capture Him in categories of human understanding ... Making space for that which is other than myself
is not a doctrine of religious relativism. It is, rather, the humility that says there are things I will not, cannot, understand and that I must leave to God."
Rabbi Sacks's bold statement of our need to look with new eyes at specific scriptural passages from within each of the Abrahamic
monotheisms--passages that, when interpreted literally, can lead to hatred, violence, and war--is an eloquent, clarion call for people of goodwill from all
faiths to join together to end the misunderstandings that threaten to destroy us all.
We live in an age of skepticism. Our society places such faith in empirical reason, historical progress, and heartfelt emotion that it’s easy to wonder:
Why should anyone believe in Christianity? What role can faith and religion play in our modern lives? In this thoughtful and inspiring new book,
pastor and New York Times bestselling author Timothy Keller invites skeptics to consider that Christianity is more relevant now than ever. As human
beings, we cannot live without meaning, satisfaction, freedom, identity, justice, and hope. Christianity provides us with unsurpassed resources to meet
these needs. Written for both the ardent believer and the skeptic, Making Sense of God shines a light on the profound value and importance of
Christianity in our lives.
Is the world better off without Christianity? Combining narrative with keen critique of contemporary debates, author and historian John Dickson gives
an honest account of 2,000 years of Christian history that helps us understand what Christianity is and what it's meant to be. To say that the Christian
Church has an "image problem" doesn't quite capture it. From the Crusades and the Inquisition to the racism and abuse present in today's
Church--both in Catholic and Protestant traditions--the institution that Christ established on earth has a lot to answer for. But the Church has also had
moments throughout history when it has been in tune with Jesus' teachings--from the rise of charity to the invention of hospitals. For defenders of the
faith, it's important to be able to recognize the good and bad in the church's history and be inspired to live aligned with Christ. For skeptics, this book is
a thought-provoking introduction to the idea that Christianity is, despite all, an essential foundation of our civilization. Bullies and Saints will take you
on a big-picture journey from the Sermon on the Mount to the modern church: Giving contextual accounts of infamous chapters of Christian history,
such as the Crusades, and acknowledging their darkness. Outlining the great movements of the faith and defending its heroes and saints, some of
whom are not commonly recognized. Examining the Church beside the teachings and life of Jesus and how it has succeeded in its mission to imitate
Christ.
A Spectator's Guide to World ReligionsAn Introduction to the Big FiveLion Pub
A Study in Human Nature
A Spectator's Guide to World Views
An Introduction to the Man from Nazareth
Cultural Evolution
Teen Sex by the Book
Christianity, Islam, and Atheism

Choice Outstanding Academic Title for 2015 Sex in China introduces readers to some of the dramatic shifts that have taken place
in Chinese sexual behaviours and attitudes, and public discussions of sex, since the 1980s. The book explores what it means to
talk about 'sex' in present-day China, where sex and sexuality are more and more visible in everyday life. Elaine Jeffreys and
Haiqing Yu situate China's changing sexual culture, and how it is governed, in the socio-political history of the People's Republic
of China. They demonstrate that Chinese governmental authorities and policies do not set out strictly to repress 'sex'; they also
create spaces for the emergence of new sexual subjects and subjectivities. They discuss the complexities surrounding the ongoing
explosion of commentary on sex and sexuality in the PRC, and the emergence of new sexual behaviours and mores. Sex in China
offers clear, critical coverage of sex-related issues that are a focus of public concern and debate in China - chapters focus on sex
studies; marriage and family planning; youth and sex(iness); gay, lesbian and queer discourses and identities; commercial sex;
and HIV/AIDS. This book will be an invaluable resource for students and scholars both of modern China and of sex and
sexualities, who wish to understand the role that 'sex' plays in contemporary China.
Around the world people are worshipping, praying, believing, following, even dying for their faith. But are all faiths the same?
Are their beliefs and practices simply cultural expressions of the same spiritual longings? In this timely book, John Dickson
carefully outlines the history, belief systems, and spiritual practices of Hinduism, Buddhism, Judaism, Christianity, and Islam so
that the interested and curious "spectator" can explore their similarities and differences. For skeptics, believers, and students of
religion, the book provides a fair and friendly introduction to this often misunderstood subject.
Substantial correspondence from an exceptional writer, poet, pacifist, and mystic
For many Americans the attack on the World Trade Center on September 11, 2001, was the first time they had considered Islam.
Were the terrorists motivated by the true dictates of their religion, or had they hijacked Islam as well as the planes in a political
cause unrelated to the teachings of Muhammad? Christianity, Islam, and Atheism argues that Islam is a religion of conquest and
subjugation and that in spite of 9 /11 and thousands of other terrorist attacks throughout the world, many in the West still do not
know or admit this because it conflicts with their multiculturalism and their belief in the equivalence of all cultures and religions.
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To meet the challenge from Islam, Christians need to know more about the important differences between Islam and Christianity,
yet many have been lulled into complacency by the misleading and largely unexamined assumption that the two religions are
similar. The time that Christians spend in pursuing common ground is time that Islamic activists will use to press their radical
agenda. In addition to challenging both the multicultural and common-ground approaches, William Kilpatrick also exposes the
role played by atheists and secularists in advancing Islam. Despite paying lip service to freedom, radical secularists serve as
enablers of radical Islam. The civil liberties that the West enjoys are the fruit of Christian civilization, Kilpatrick argues, and only
a reawakened Christianity can defend them against Islam's advance.
The Life and Music of Ravi Shankar
Ten Ways of Understanding Life
Proofs of a Conspiracy
Religion, Skepticism, and Literature in Nineteenth-Century America
Weight of Glory
Sex in China
An Illustrated Time Line

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The bestselling author of Zealot and host of Believer explores humanityʼs quest to make
sense of the divine in this concise and fascinating history of our understanding of God. In Zealot, Reza Aslan replaced the staid,
well-worn portrayal of Jesus of Nazareth with a startling new image of the man in all his contradictions. In his new book, Aslan
takes on a subject even more immense: God, writ large. In layered prose and with thoughtful, accessible scholarship, Aslan
narrates the history of religion as a remarkably cohesive attempt to understand the divine by giving it human traits and emotions.
According to Aslan, this innate desire to humanize God is hardwired in our brains, making it a central feature of nearly every
religious tradition. As Aslan writes, “Whether we are aware of it or not, and regardless of whether weʼre believers or not, what the
vast majority of us think about when we think about God is a divine version of ourselves.” But this projection is not without
consequences. We bestow upon God not just all that is good in human nature̶our compassion, our thirst for justice̶but all that
is bad in it: our greed, our bigotry, our penchant for violence. All these qualities inform our religions, cultures, and governments.
More than just a history of our understanding of God, this book is an attempt to get to the root of this humanizing impulse in order
to develop a more universal spirituality. Whether you believe in one God, many gods, or no god at all, God: A Human History will
challenge the way you think about the divine and its role in our everyday lives. Praise for God “Timely, riveting, enlightening and
necessary.”̶HuffPost “Tantalizing . . . Driven by [Reza] Aslanʼs grace and curiosity, God . . . helps us pan out from our troubled
times, while asking us to consider a more expansive view of the divine in contemporary life.”̶The Seattle Times “A fascinating
exploration of the interaction of our humanity and God.”̶Pittsburgh Post-Gazette “[Aslanʼs] slim, yet ambitious book [is] the story
of how humans have created God with a capital G, and itʼs thoroughly mind-blowing.”̶Los Angeles Review of Books “Aslan is a
born storyteller, and there is much to enjoy in this intelligent survey.”̶San Francisco Chronicle
A brilliant and accessible rebuttal of The God Delusion from one of Christianity's most incisive thinkers In this, his first new book
since the best-selling God: A Guide for the Perplexed (Oneworld, 2002), Keith Ward turns his attention to the role - and the validity
of religion over the centuries and in the world today. His erudite yet informative and factual narrative outlines the various attempts
that have been made throughout history to explain religion, including the anthropological, psychological, sociological and
philosophical theories of key thinkers from Immanuel Kant to Sigmund Freud. Adopting a comparative approach, the book covers
all the religious traditions from West and East alike, concluding in a compelling manner that not only are the world faiths much
more than a series of theoretical perspectives, but that, in the face of discord and violence, religious understanding retains more
resonance than ever before within our global community.
The Society of the Spectacle is a work of philosophy by Guy Debord. In it the author expands on the concept of the Spectacle,
coupled with presentations of Marxist critical theory.
This lively, accessible book highlights society's most influential voices - including New Age, Secular Humanism, Relativism and
Postmodernism. Readers will be rewarded with a way to process the complex messages of our 21st century world and an
understanding of how these relate to a Christian worldview.
Confronting Religious Violence
Culture to the Ultimate
A Christian History
Investigating Jesus
Consuming Religion
Dominion
A Spectator's Guide to Jesus
As a teenager, sex surrounds you: it’s not something you need to go looking for. Perhaps you think you know it all ... or
maybe that’s just the impression you give your friends. This book answers your questions about teenage sexuality and
relationships. Renowned sex therapist and educator, Dr Patricia Weerakoon, explores the topics of sexual desire and
arousal, falling in love, and dating—things like, ‘How far is too far?’ You’ll also cover topics like cybersex, pornography
and homosexuality, and the effects these can have on our sex lives. The discussion is frank and, in parts, explicit. You may
find it a little uncomfortable, but it’s stuff that will inform and challenge you. Ultimately, it calls you to consider who you
are and what you stand for. Discover how living God’s countercultural lifestyle leads to healthy, pleasurable sex and
intimate, satisfying relationships that last a lifetime.
Historian John Dickson examines what can be trusted as reliable history in order to answer the question: is Jesus fact or
fiction? More importantly, he asks: if Jesus really did exist and was who he claimed to be, what does that mean for you
today? Great to give away to people interested in the evidence for Christianity.
The “marvelous” (Reza Aslan, bestselling author of Zealot), New York Times bestselling story of how Christianity became
the dominant religion in the West. How did a religion whose first believers were twenty or so illiterate day laborers in a
remote part of the empire became the official religion of Rome, converting some thirty million people in just four
centuries? In The Triumph of Christianity, early Christian historian Bart D. Ehrman weaves the rigorously-researched
answer to this question “into a vivid, nuanced, and enormously readable narrative” (Elaine Pagels, National Book AwardPage 3/6
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winning author of The Gnostic Gospels), showing how a handful of charismatic characters used a brilliant social strategy
and an irresistible message to win over hearts and minds one at a time. This “humane, thoughtful and intelligent” book
(The New York Times Book Review) upends the way we think about the single most important cultural transformation our
world has ever seen—one that revolutionized art, music, literature, philosophy, ethics, economics, and law.
This lively and readable survey introduces students to key areas of the field and shows how to apply an anthropological
approach to the study of contemporary world religions. Written by an experienced teacher, it covers all of the traditional
topics of anthropology of religion, including definitions and theories, beliefs, symbols and language, and ritual and myth,
and combines analytic and conceptual discussion with up-to-date ethnography and theory. Eller includes copious examples
from religions around the world – both familiar and unfamiliar – and two mini-case studies in each chapter. He also
explores classic and contemporary anthropological contributions to important but often overlooked issues such as violence
and fundamentalism, morality, secularization, religion in America, and new religious movements. Introducing
Anthropology of Religion demonstrates that anthropology is both relevant and essential for understanding the world we
inhabit today.
The Struggle for the Soul of the West
A Fair and Friendly Introduction to the History, Beliefs, and Practices of the Big Five
Christianity
Cold-Case Christianity
A Doubter's Guide to World Religions
Silence
National Geographic Concise History of World Religions
A New York Times Notable Book of 2020 A Bloomberg Best Non-Fiction Book of 2020 A Behavioral Scientist
Notable Book of 2020 A Human Behavior & Evolution Society Must-Read Popular Evolution Book of 2020 A
bold, epic account of how the co-evolution of psychology and culture created the peculiar Western mind
that has profoundly shaped the modern world. Perhaps you are WEIRD: raised in a society that is
Western, Educated, Industrialized, Rich, and Democratic. If so, you’re rather psychologically peculiar.
Unlike much of the world today, and most people who have ever lived, WEIRD people are highly
individualistic, self-obsessed, control-oriented, nonconformist, and analytical. They focus on
themselves—their attributes, accomplishments, and aspirations—over their relationships and social
roles. How did WEIRD populations become so psychologically distinct? What role did these psychological
differences play in the industrial revolution and the global expansion of Europe during the last few
centuries? In The WEIRDest People in the World, Joseph Henrich draws on cutting-edge research in
anthropology, psychology, economics, and evolutionary biology to explore these questions and more. He
illuminates the origins and evolution of family structures, marriage, and religion, and the profound
impact these cultural transformations had on human psychology. Mapping these shifts through ancient
history and late antiquity, Henrich reveals that the most fundamental institutions of kinship and
marriage changed dramatically under pressure from the Roman Catholic Church. It was these changes that
gave rise to the WEIRD psychology that would coevolve with impersonal markets, occupational
specialization, and free competition—laying the foundation for the modern world. Provocative and
engaging in both its broad scope and its surprising details, The WEIRDest People in the World explores
how culture, institutions, and psychology shape one another, and explains what this means for both our
most personal sense of who we are as individuals and also the large-scale social, political, and
economic forces that drive human history. Includes black-and-white illustrations.
Written by an L. A. County homicide detective and former atheist, Cold-Case Christianity examines the
claims of the New Testament using the skills and strategies of a hard-to-convince criminal
investigator. Christianity could be defined as a “cold case”: it makes a claim about an event from the
distant past for which there is little forensic evidence. In Cold-Case Christianity, J. Warner Wallace
uses his nationally recognized skills as a homicide detective to look at the evidence and eyewitnesses
behind Christian beliefs. Including gripping stories from his career and the visual techniques he
developed in the courtroom, Wallace uses illustration to examine the powerful evidence that validates
the claims of Christianity. A unique apologetic that speaks to readers’ intense interest in detective
stories, Cold-Case Christianity inspires readers to have confidence in Christ as it prepares them to
articulate the case for Christianity.
This text gives students a framework for their comparative study of religion that includes full, indepth descriptions of each ''way of being religious.''
In this introduction to the life and teaching of Jesus, Dr. John Dickson takes readers through the
historical data to reveal in Jesus a man who will surprise both the religious and the not-so-religious.
The Jesus who emerges from the ancient sources challenges the norms of his culture, society, and
religion. This Jesus associates with sinners, demands compassion toward the needy, and denounces
imperialism. The historical Jesus is not left-wing or right-wing. The Jesus of history transcended
these simplistic modern categories. Instead, he was a man unlike any other.
New and Selected Letters of Evelyn Underhill
The First Three Thousand Years
Not in God's Name
God
The Making of a Mystic
The Varieties of Religious Experience
Religion for Atheists
For thousands of years, the faithful have honed proselytizing strategies and talked people into believing the
truth of one holy book or another. Indeed, the faithful often view converting others as an obligation of their
faith—and are trained from an early age to spread their unique brand of religion. The result is a world broken
in large part by unquestioned faith. As an urgently needed counter to this tried-and-true tradition of religious
evangelism, A Manual for Creating Atheists offers the first-ever guide not for talking people into faith—but for
talking them out of it. Peter Boghossian draws on the tools he has developed and used for more than 20 years
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as a philosopher and educator to teach how to engage the faithful in conversations that will help them value
reason and rationality, cast doubt on their religious beliefs, mistrust their faith, abandon superstition and
irrationality, and ultimately embrace reason.
Standing at the crossroads of psychology and religion, this catalyzing work applied the scientific method to a
field abounding in abstract theory. William James believed that individual religious experiences, rather than
the precepts of organized religions, were the backbone of the world's religious life. His discussions of
conversion, repentance, mysticism and saintliness, and his observations on actual, personal religious
experiences - all support this thesis. In his introduction, Martin E. Marty discusses how James's pluralistic
view of religion led to his remarkable tolerance of extreme forms of religious behaviour, his challenging,
highly original theories, and his welcome lack of pretension in all of his observations on the individual and the
divine.
From the author of The Architecture of Happiness, a deeply moving meditation on how we can still benefit,
without believing, from the wisdom, the beauty, and the consolatory power that religion has to offer. Alain de
Botton was brought up in a committedly atheistic household, and though he was powerfully swayed by his
parents' views, he underwent, in his mid-twenties, a crisis of faithlessness. His feelings of doubt about atheism
had their origins in listening to Bach's cantatas, were further developed in the presence of certain Bellini
Madonnas, and became overwhelming with an introduction to Zen architecture. However, it was not until his
father's death -- buried under a Hebrew headstone in a Jewish cemetery because he had intriguingly omitted to
make more secular arrangements -- that Alain began to face the full degree of his ambivalence regarding the
views of religion that he had dutifully accepted. Why are we presented with the curious choice between either
committing to peculiar concepts about immaterial deities or letting go entirely of a host of consoling, subtle
and effective rituals and practices for which there is no equivalent in secular society? Why do we bristle at the
mention of the word "morality"? Flee from the idea that art should be uplifting, or have an ethical purpose?
Why don't we build temples? What mechanisms do we have for expressing gratitude? The challenge that de
Botton addresses in his book: how to separate ideas and practices from the religious institutions that have laid
claim to them. In Religion for Atheists is an argument to free our soul-related needs from the particular
influence of religions, even if it is, paradoxically, the study of religion that will allow us to rediscover and
rearticulate those needs.
Leading scholars report on current research that demonstrates the central role of cultural evolution in
explaining human behavior. Over the past few decades, a growing body of research has emerged from a variety
of disciplines to highlight the importance of cultural evolution in understanding human behavior. Wider
application of these insights, however, has been hampered by traditional disciplinary boundaries. To remedy
this, in this volume leading researchers from theoretical biology, developmental and cognitive psychology,
linguistics, anthropology, sociology, religious studies, history, and economics come together to explore the
central role of cultural evolution in different aspects of human endeavor. The contributors take as their
guiding principle the idea that cultural evolution can provide an important integrating function across the
various disciplines of the human sciences, as organic evolution does for biology. The benefits of adopting a
cultural evolutionary perspective are demonstrated by contributions on social systems, technology, language,
and religion. Topics covered include enforcement of norms in human groups, the neuroscience of technology,
language diversity, and prosociality and religion. The contributors evaluate current research on cultural
evolution and consider its broader theoretical and practical implications, synthesizing past and ongoing work
and sketching a roadmap for future cross-disciplinary efforts. Contributors Quentin D. Atkinson, Andrea
Baronchelli, Robert Boyd, Briggs Buchanan, Joseph Bulbulia, Morten H. Christiansen, Emma Cohen, William
Croft, Michael Cysouw, Dan Dediu, Nicholas Evans, Emma Flynn, Pieter François, Simon Garrod, Armin W.
Geertz, Herbert Gintis, Russell D. Gray, Simon J. Greenhill, Daniel B. M. Haun, Joseph Henrich, Daniel J.
Hruschka, Marco A. Janssen, Fiona M. Jordan, Anne Kandler, James A. Kitts, Kevin N. Laland, Laurent
Lehmann, Stephen C. Levinson, Elena Lieven, Sarah Mathew, Robert N. McCauley, Alex Mesoudi, Ara
Norenzayan, Harriet Over, Ju ̈rgen Renn, Victoria Reyes-García, Peter J. Richerson, Stephen Shennan, Edward
G. Slingerland, Dietrich Stout, Claudio Tennie, Peter Turchin, Carel van Schaik, Matthijs Van Veelen, Harvey
Whitehouse, Thomas Widlok, Polly Wiessner, David Sloan Wilson
A Spectator's Guide to World Religions
Melville's Wisdom
A Homicide Detective Investigates the Claims of the Gospels
Bullies and Saints
The Society of the Spectacle
Indian Sun
How the West Became Psychologically Peculiar and Particularly Prosperous
The New York Times bestseller and definitive history of Christianity for our time—from the award-winning author of The Reformation and Silence A
product of electrifying scholarship conveyed with commanding skill, Diarmaid MacCulloch's Christianity goes back to the origins of the Hebrew Bible and
encompasses the globe. It captures the major turning points in Catholic, Protestant, and Orthodox history and fills in often neglected accounts of conversion
and confrontation in Africa, Latin America, and Asia. MacCulloch introduces us to monks and crusaders, heretics and reformers, popes and abolitionists,
and discover Christianity's essential role in shaping human history and the intimate lives of men and women. And he uncovers the roots of the faith that
galvanized America, charting the surprising beliefs of the founding fathers, the rise of the Evangelical movement and of Pentecostalism, and the recent
crises within the Catholic Church. Bursting with original insights and a great pleasure to read, this monumental religious history will not soon be surpassed.
The steady rise of Clint Eastwood’s career parallels a pressing desire in American society over the past five decades for a figure and story of purpose,
meaning, and redemption. Eastwood has not only told and filmed that story, he has come to embody it for many in his public image and film persona.
Eastwood responds to a national yearning for a vision of individual action and initiative, personal responsibility, and potential for renewal. An iconic
director and star for his westerns, urban thrillers, and adventure stories, Eastwood has taken film art to new horizons of meaning in a series of masterpieces
that engage the ethical and moral consciousness of our times, including Unforgiven, Million Dollar Baby, and Mystic River. He revolutionized the war film
with the unprecedented achievement of filming the opposing sides of the same historic battle in Flags of Our Fathers and Letters from Iwo Jima, using this
saga to present a sharply critical representation of the new America that emerged out of the war, a society of images and spectacles. This timely
examination of Clint Eastwood’s oeuvre against the backdrop of contemporary America will be fascinating reading for students of film and popular culture,
as well as readers with interests in Eastwood’s work, and American film and culture.
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A "marvelous" (Economist) account of how the Christian Revolution forged the Western imagination. Crucifixion, the Romans believed, was the worst fate
imaginable, a punishment reserved for slaves. How astonishing it was, then, that people should have come to believe that one particular victim of
crucifixion-an obscure provincial by the name of Jesus-was to be worshipped as a god. Dominion explores the implications of this shocking conviction as
they have reverberated throughout history. Today, the West remains utterly saturated by Christian assumptions. As Tom Holland demonstrates, our morals
and ethics are not universal but are instead the fruits of a very distinctive civilization. Concepts such as secularism, liberalism, science, and homosexuality
are deeply rooted in a Christian seedbed. From Babylon to the Beatles, Saint Michael to #MeToo, Dominion tells the story of how Christianity transformed
the modern world.
The God Delusion caused a sensation when it was published in 2006. Within weeks it became the most hotly debated topic, with Dawkins himself branded
as either saint or sinner for presenting his hard-hitting, impassioned rebuttal of religion of all types. His argument could hardly be more topical. While
Europe is becoming increasingly secularized, the rise of religious fundamentalism, whether in the Middle East or Middle America, is dramatically and
dangerously dividing opinion around the world. In America, and elsewhere, a vigorous dispute between 'intelligent design' and Darwinism is seriously
undermining and restricting the teaching of science. In many countries religious dogma from medieval times still serves to abuse basic human rights such as
women's and gay rights. And all from a belief in a God whose existence lacks evidence of any kind. Dawkins attacks God in all his forms. He eviscerates
the major arguments for religion and demonstrates the supreme improbability of a supreme being. He shows how religion fuels war, foments bigotry and
abuses children. The God Delusion is a brilliantly argued, fascinating polemic that will be required reading for anyone interested in this most emotional and
important subject.
A Framework for Comparative Studies of Religion
Society, Technology, Language, and Religion
The Triumph of Christianity
The Leopard
Is Jesus History?
Clint Eastwood’s America
An Invitation to the Skeptical

Selected from sermons delivered by C. S. Lewis during World War II, these nine addresses offer guidance and inspiration in a time
of great doubt.These are ardent and lucid sermons that provide a compassionate vision of Christianity.
Introduction: being consumed -- Practicing commodity. Binge religion: social life in extremity ; The spirit in the cubicle: a religious
history of the American office -- Revising ritual. Ritualism revived: from scientia ritus to consumer rites ; Purifying America: rites of
salvation in the soap campaign -- Imagining celebrity. Sacrificing Britney: celebrity and religion in America ; The celebrification of
religion in the age of infotainment -- Valuing family. Religion and the authority in American parenting ; Kardashian nation: work in
America's klan ; Rethinking corporate freedom -- Corporation as sect. On the origins of corporate culture ; Do not tamper with the
clues: notes on Goldman Sachs -- Conclusion: family matters
The definitive biography of Ravi Shankar, one of the most influential musicians and composers of the twentieth century, told with the
cooperation of his estate, family, and friends For over eight decades, Ravi Shankar was India's greatest cultural ambassador. He
was a groundbreaking performer and composer of Indian classical music, who brought the music and rich culture of India to the
world's leading concert halls and festivals, charting the map for those who followed in his footsteps. Renowned for playing Monterey
Pop, Woodstock, and the Concert for Bangladesh--and for teaching George Harrison of The Beatles how to play the sitar--Shankar
reshaped the musical landscape of the 1960s across pop, jazz, and classical music, and composed unforgettable scores for
movies like Pather Panchali and Gandhi. In Indian Sun: The Life and Music of Ravi Shankar, writer Oliver Craske presents readers
with the first full portrait of this legendary figure, revealing the personal and professional story of a musician who influenced--and
continues to influence--countless artists. Craske paints a vivid picture of a captivating, restless workaholic--from his lonely and
traumatic childhood in Varanasi to his youthful stardom in his brother's dance troupe, from his intensive study of the sitar to his
revival of India's national music scene. Shankar's musical influence spread across both genres and generations, and he developed
close friendships with John Coltrane, Philip Glass, Yehudi Menuhin, George Harrison, and Benjamin Britten, among many others.
For ninety-two years, Shankar lived an endlessly colorful and creative life, a life defined by musical, emotional, and spiritual
quests--and his legacy lives on. Benefiting from unprecedented access to Shankar's archives, and drawing on new interviews with
over 130 subjects--including his second wife and both of his daughters, Norah Jones and Anoushka Shankar--Indian Sun gives
readers unparalleled insight into a man who transformed modern music as we know it today.
Introducing Anthropology of Religion
A Human History
An Introduction to the Big Five
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